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In this article, Silverman examines the conversation of Wampanoag people to
Christianity at Martha’s Vineyard. Silverman uses language of religious
translation which could be considered analogous to contextualization to describe
how missionary Thomas Matthew Jr. was able to help the Wampanoag people
understand Christianity through their own context and religious metaphors. This
is another example of contextualization but also of its rejection by contemporary
christians from a narrow and controlled understanding of the gospel.
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Taylor for the Chinese people to whom he was sent.
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This article by Alex Perry on outside online was written months after the death of
John Allen Chau and as a result it had more extensive information regarding
Chau’s history as well as time to observe and engage with the cultural response to
Chau’s missionary journey to the Sentinelese people.
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This article by J Oliver Conroy was written months after the death of John Allen
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with Chau’s friends, and even a comment from a parent. It was one of the stronger
resources beyond the original source material for learning about Chau’s
missionary journey to the Sentinelese people.

